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We discuss the quark parton structure of theL baryon and the fragmentation of quarks intoL baryons. We
show that the hyperfine interaction, responsible for theD-N andS0-L mass splittings, leads not only to sizable
SU(3) andSU(6) symmetry breaking in the quark distributions of theL, but also to significant polarized
non-strange quark distributions. The same arguments suggest flavor asymmetric quark fragmentation functions
and non-zero polarized non-strange quark fragmentation functions. The calculated fragmentation functions
give a good description of all measured observables. We predict significant positiveL polarization in semi-
inclusive DIS experiments while models based on SU~3! flavor symmetry predict zero or negativeL polar-
ization. Our approach also provides a natural explanation for the dependence of the maximum of thej
5 ln(1/z) spectrum on the mass of the particles produced ine1e2 annihilation.

PACS number~s!: 13.87.Fh, 13.85.Ni, 13.88.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

An impressive amount of information on the quark part
structure of nucleons has been collected since the pionee
experiment at SLAC which showed the first evidence
nucleon partonic substructure@1#. However, significantly
less is known about the structure of other baryons. Thi
because of the impossibility of producing targets of sh
lived baryons for lepton nucleon deep-inelastic scatter
~DIS! experiments which might measure their unpolarized
polarized structure functions. One possibility is to meas
the fragmentation functions of quarks into baryons and re
the information obtained in these experiments to the qu
structure of baryons. The Lambda hyperon is of special
terest in this respect since its decay is self-analyzing. Po
ization measurements are thus relatively simple to perfo
and the polarized fragmentation functions of quarks intoL
can be measured. Furthermore, in the quark parton mode
L has a rather simple structure: theu andd quarks couple to
a spin and an isospin singlet state, so theL spin is carried
exclusively by its strange quark.

As is well known, the naive quark model fails to expla
the data on hyperonb decay and on deep inelastic scatteri
@2–5#. The violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule@6# suggests a
large strange quark polarization in the nucleon. These ob
vations suggest that the non-strange quarks of theL might
also be substantially polarized@7#. This and related ques
tions, together with the experimental feasibility ofL polar-
ization experiments, have stimulated much theoretical ac
ity @7–34# on this subject. Information on the structure of t
L should lead eventually to a deeper understanding of
structure of the nucleon.

In this paper, we re-examine assumptions such asSU(3)
0556-2821/99/61~1!/014007~11!/$15.00 61 0140
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flavor and SU(6) spin-flavor symmetry, which are fre
quently crucial elements in predictions ofL baryon struc-
ture. In Sec. II we point out that one should expect both
unpolarized and polarized quark distributions in the Lamb
to show substantial differences from predictions based
either SU(3) flavor or SU(6) spin-flavor symmetry. The
same mechanism which is responsible for breaking
SU~6! symmetry of the nucleon’s quark distributions leads
x-dependent, polarized, non-strange valence quark distr
tions in theL. This contrasts with the naive expectation th
the up and down valence quarks of theL should be unpo-
larized. In order to estimate the magnitude of these sym
try breaking effects and the size of the up and down qu
polarizations, the quark distributions in theL are calculated
in the MIT bag model. In Sec. III, we discuss how the
flavor symmetry breaking effects carry over into the fra
mentation of quarks intoL baryons. In Sec. IV A, we show
that the calculated fragmentation functions give a good ov
all description of all measured observables in inclusive p
ticle production ine1e2 annihilation. We also discuss th
relevance of our approach to the dependence of the m
mum of thej5 ln(1/z) spectrum on the mass of the produc
particles. In Sec. IV B it is demonstrated that these polari
non-strange quark distributions give rise to sizableL polar-
ization in polarized semi-inclusive DIS experiments, in co
trast to predictions based onSU(3) flavor symmetry.

II. QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS IN THE L

Baryon flavor symmetry is widely used to relate the stru
ture of particles within the baryon octet. Flavor symme
breaking effects are generally accounted for by using diff
ent phenomenological masses for the strange quark than
©1999 The American Physical Society07-1
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up and down quarks. However,SU(3) symmetry breaking
can be much more subtle, as has been pointed out in R
@23,24#. In a world of exactSU(6) spin-flavor symmetry the
up and down quark distributions should be identical. Expe
ments indicate that they are different from each other;
example, it is known that the ratiod(x)/u(x) drops rapidly
below unity asx→1. The hyperfine interaction responsib
for the splitting of theD-N masses gives a natural explan
tion for this observation@25–27#. It is not yet clear whether
this ratio actually goes to zero atx51 or approaches the
perturbative QCD (pQCD) limit of 0.2 @28,29#, although the
latter now seems favored@30,31#. If SU(3) flavor symmetry
is used to relate theS1 quark distributions to those in th
proton, one would predict an analogous large-x behavior,
sS /uS→0 for x→1. However, as has been pointed out
Refs. @23,24#, the hyperfine interaction responsible for th
splitting of theS-L masses predicts a behavior opposite
the SU(3) expectation. For this reason it is mandatory th
we re-examineSU(3) symmetry arguments in theL case.
This has been done partly in our previous paper on the qu
distributions in theL @24# and in a quark diquark spectato
model for the fragmentation functions in Ref.@32# and also
for the quark distribution functions@33#. Here, we extend ou
earlier discussion to fragmentation, emphasizing the cl
relationship between distribution and fragmentation fu
tions. Since the publication of our paper, Ref.@24#, there
have been discussions along similar lines by Maet al. @34#.

It is instructive to review how the QCD hyperfine inte
action breaksSU(6) spin-flavor symmetry. The leading
twist quark distributions can be formally defined as@35,36#

qG~x!5P1E dj2

2p
eixP1j2

^L;PSuc̄~0!Gc~j2!uL;PS&,

~1!

where G is a Dirac matrix,P and S are respectively the
momentum and spin of theL and we definedP6[P06P3.
Inserting a complete set of intermediate states, using
translation invariance of the matrix elements and the inte
representation of thed function the twist-2, helicity projec-
tions,q↑↓, are given by

q↑↓~x!52P1(
n

d@~12x!P12pn
1#

3u^n;pnuc1
↑↓~0!uL;PSi&u2. ~2!

Here, c1
↑↓5 1

2 (11g0g3) 1
2 (16g5)c with P15 1

2 (11g0g3)
and L65 1

2 (16g5) @5 1
2 (17g5)# are the relevant light-

cone helicity projection operators for quarks@antiquarks# and
we definedg15g01g1. Si is the spin vector parallel to th
target’s three-momentum. Further, the statesun;pn& are in-
termediate states with massMn and form a complete set o
states withpn

15AMn
21pn

21pnz . All states are normalized to
(2p)3d(p2p8). q↑↓ can be interpreted as the probability
find a quark with the same or opposite helicity as the tar
hyperon.

The advantage of using Eq.~2! is that energy-momentum
conservation is ensured so that the resulting quark distr
01400
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tions have correct support. This is guaranteed by Eq.~2!
regardless of the approximation used for the statesun;pn&
and uL;PS&. The quark operatorc acts on the initial state
uL;PS&. It either destroys a quark, producing an interme
ate two quark state, or it inserts an anti-quark into the tar
producing a four quark intermediate state. The delta funct
implies that the contribution to the quark distribution arisi
from an intermediate state with massMn peaks at

xmax'~12Mn /ML!. ~3!

As a result, the shape of the quark distribution at largex is
determined by the smallest massMn which can contribute to
the particular distribution. Since the mass of the intermed
state, in general, depends on the flavor of the struck qu
this mass dependence translates into a flavor dependen
the quark distribution functions of the baryon. We also s
that contributions from four-quark intermediate states pea
negative xvalues, sinceMn.M , and are thus suppressed
the positivex region.

QCD color-magnetic effects lift the mass degeneracy
tween hadrons that differ only in the orientation of qua
spins, such asN and D. The interaction is repulsive if the
spins are parallel, so that a pair of quarks in a spin-1 s
~vector! has higher energy than a pair of quarks in a spin
state ~scalar!. The energy shift between scalar and vec
diquarks produces theN2D mass splitting. ThesW i•sW j struc-
ture of the hyperfine interaction shifts the mass of the vec
and scalar diquarks in the ratio 1:23. From the experimenta
D-N mass difference, we conclude that the triplet diquark
heavier by 50 MeV than the diquark state without hyperfi
interaction, while the singlet diquark is lighter by 150 MeV
The diquark masses which reproduce theN andD masses are
roughlyms'600 MeV andmv'800 MeV for the scalar and
vector diquarks, respectively. Since thed quark in the proton
is always accompanied by a vector diquark as opposed to
u quark which has a large probability to be accompanied
a scalar diquark, theu-quark distribution peaks at largerx
values than thed-quark distribution. Using Eq.~3! with the
scalar and vector diquark masses, one obtains quantita
predictions for the location of the peak in theu andd valence
quark distributions.

The same arguments applied to theL andS mass split-
ting predict that theus vector diquark is heavier by'30
MeV, and the corresponding scalar diquark is lighter by'90
MeV, than the diquark without hyperfine splitting. To es
mate the masses of diquarks containing a strange quark
an up or down quark we use the phenomenological fact
the strange quark adds about 180 MeV. Thus, we havems8
58001180290'890 MeV andmv85800118013051010
MeV for singlet and triplet diquarks.

If the struck quark is accompanied by a scalar~vector!
diquark, its distribution peaks at higher~lower! x values. The
probabilities for finding au, d or s quark polarized parallel or
anti-parallel to aL hyperon, and accompanied by a scalar
vector diquark, can be obtained from theSU(6) wave func-
tion of theL and are given in Table I. If the struck quark
a strange quark, the intermediate state must always be a
lar diquark; Eq.~3! shows that this will produce a very har
7-2
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STRUCTURE AND PRODUCTION OF LAMBDA BARYONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 014007
strange quark distribution in theL. However, if the struck
quark is an up or down quark, the remaining diquark ha
higher probability to be a vector diquark than a scalar
quark. This leads to softer up and down quark distributio

Furthermore, while the valenceuv or dv quarks with spin
anti-parallel to theL spin are always associated with a ve
tor diquark,uv anddv quarks with spin parallel to theL spin
have equal probabilities to be accompanied by a vecto
scalar diquark. This has the important consequence tha
distribution of non-strange quarks with spin parallel to theL
spin is harder than the corresponding distributions with a
parallel spins. Thus,uv

↑(x) @dv
↑(x)# and uv

↓(x) @dv
↓(x)# are

shifted in x relative to each other, so thatDuv(x)[uv
↑(x)

2uv
↓(x) and Ddv(x)[dv

↑(x)2dv
↓(x) are non-vanishing

functions ofx. They are positive for largex and negative for
small x values. Note that their total contribution to the sp
of the L is zero since the integrals overDuv and Ddv are
zero. Nevertheless,Duv andDdv can be sizable for largex
values since bothuv andDuv are dominated by the spin-zer
component in the largex limit.

These properties of the quark distributions are quite g
eral. Once we assume that the intermediate states ca
regarded as on shell physical states with definite mas
they follow immediately from the definition of the quar
distributions and from theSU(6) structure of the baryon
wave functions. Since, up to now, quark distributions can
be calculated from first principles, we have to use mo
wave functions to estimate the magnitude of the expec
symmetry breaking effects. We use MIT bag wave functio
and the Peierls-Yoccoz method for constructing translati
ally invariant momentum eigenstates,uB$n%p&, from n par-
ticle bag statesuB$n%(r )&, centered atr :

uB$n%p&,5@fn~p!#21E dreip•ruB$n%~r !&. ~4!

The normalizationfn(p) is given by

ufn~p!u25E dRe2 ip•R^B$n%~R!uB$n%~0!&. ~5!

The matrix element in the definitions of the quark distrib
tion functions can be obtained by using these bag states
the bag operatorc5(m$bmcm(1)1dm

† c(2)% @cm(6) are
the positive and negative energy solutions of the Dirac eq

TABLE I. The probabilities for finding a quark polarized para
lel (↑) or anti-parallel (↓) to the Lambda and accompanied by
scalar~s! or vector (v) diquark.

q(qq)v P@q(qq)v# q(qq)s P@q(qq)s#

uv
↑5dv

↑ 1/12 us
↑5ds

↑ 1/12
uv

↓5dv
↓ 2/12 us

↓5ds
↓ 0

sv
↑ 0 ss

↑ 4/12
sv

↓ 0 ss
↓ 0

net 1/2 net 1/2
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tion in the bag andbm , dm
† are annihilation and creation

operators#. The spin-dependent parton distributions are th
given by @37,38#

qf
↑↓~x!5

2ML

~2p!2 (
m

^L↑uPf ,muL↑&

3E
u[ ML

2 (12x)22Mn
2]/2ML(12x)u

`

pndpn

uf2~pn!u2

uf3~0!u2

3ucm
↑↓~pn!u2. ~6!

Here,↑↓ indicates the helicity projections. The operatorPf ,m
projects out the appropriate spin and isospin quantum n
bers from theSU(6) wave functions of the polarized targe
baryon. Its matrix elements are given in Table I.cm

↑↓(pn) is
the Fourier transform of the bag wave function with angu
momentum componentm, and may be split into spin depen
dent and spin independent parts:

uCm
↑↓~pn!u25

1

2
@ f ~pn!6~21!m13/2g~pn!#. ~7!

Denoting byF(x) andG(x) those contributions to Eq.~6!
which come from thef (pn) and g(pn) parts of the integral
we obtain, for the unpolarized distributions,

dL~x!5uL~x!5
1

4
@3Fv~x!1Fs~x!#

sL~x!5Fs~x!, ~8!

and for the polarized quark distribution functions,Dq[q↑

2q↓,

DdL~x!5DuL~x!5
1

4
@Gs~x!2Gv~x!#

DsL~x!5Gs~x!, ~9!

respectively~see Refs.@37,38# for details of the proton case
and Ref.@24# for other baryons!.

The calculated quark distributions for theL are shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 at the scale relevant for the bag model,m2

50.25 GeV2, and with a bag radius of 0.8 fm. The distribu
tions are compared to the corresponding quark distributi
in the proton which were also calculated in the bag mod
using the scalar and vector diquark mass splitting fixed fr
the D-N splitting. We see that the quark distributions of th
L are quite different fromSU(3) expectations,sLÞdp , etc.
PerfectSU(6) symmetry would give identical up, down an
strange distributions. The strange quark distribution is mu
harder than the up and down quark distributions. The po
ized up and down distributions are positive for largex. The
non-strange distributions can play an important role wh
ever the strange contribution is suppressed, such as in
cesses induced by photons, where the up quark distribut
7-3
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are weighted by a factor of 4/9 as opposed to 1/9 for
strange quarks. Their relative magnitude is sizable as ca
seen in Fig. 2, where we show five timesxDu(x) as a dotted
line to indicate the relative contribution ofu andd to g1

L .
If the flavor dependence predicted for the polarization

non-strange quarks was retained in quark fragmentation,
predictions could be tested in semi-inclusive DIS expe
ments with longitudinally polarized electrons. Here, t
smallness of theu andd polarizations relative to the strang
quark polarization is compensated by the abundance ou
quarks in the valence region, and by the enhancement fa
of 4/9 for theu quark~relative to the factor 1/9 fors quarks!
in electro-magnetic interactions@39#. L ’s produced in the
current fragmentation region are mainly fragmentation pr
ucts of u quarks. Part of the polarization of the electron
transferred to the struck quark in the scattering process.
polarization will be transferred to the finalL if the helicity
dependent fragmentation functions,DDu

L , are non-zero@39#.
In the following section we extend our discussion to fra
mentation and compare the resulting predictions with exp
mental data on hyperon formation and polarization and w
predictions of other models for the fragmentation functio

III. QUARK FRAGMENTATION INTO L HYPERONS

Since the quark distributions of theL baryon are not fla-
vor symmetric, it is probable that the quark fragmentat

FIG. 1. Unpolarized quark distributions in theL ~heavy lines!
compared to those in the proton~light lines! at the bag scale,m2.
The quark distributions of theL evolved to Q2510 GeV2 are
shown as dotted lines.

FIG. 2. Polarized quark distributions in theL ~heavy lines!
compared to those in the proton~light lines! at the bag scale,m2.
The heavy dotted line stands for 5 timesxDuL and indicates the
relative importance of theu and d quarks ing1. The quark distri-
butions of theL evolved toQ2510 GeV2 are shown as dotted
lines.
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functions are also flavor asymmetric. In the fragmentation
quarks into a specific baryon, quarks with different flav
couple to different spin-flavor components of the bary
wave function. For example, in order to produce aL from an
up ~down! quark or a strange quark, the fragmentation p
cess has to produce ads (us) vector orud scalar diquark.
The mass differences between the scalar and vector diqu
inevitably lead to flavor dependent fragmentation functio
analogous to the flavor dependence of the quark distr
tions.

Fragmentation functions can be defined in a manner s
lar to quark distribution functions, as light-cone Fouri
transforms of matrix elements of quark operators@35,40#:

1

z
DqL

G ~z!5
P1

2 (
n
E dj2

2p
e2 iP1j2/z

3Tr$G ^0uc~0!uL~PS!;n~pn!&

3^L~PS!;n~pn!uc̄~j2!u0&%, ~10!

Here,G is the appropriate Dirac matrix. Translating the m
trix elements, using the integral representation of the d
function and projecting out the light-cone helicity comp
nents, we obtain

1

z
DqL

↑↓ ~z!5P1(
n

d@~1/z21!P12pn
1#

3u^0uc1
↑↓~0!uL~PSi!;n~pn!&u2. ~11!

DqL
↑↓ can be interpreted as the probability that a right-

left-handed quark fragments into a right-handedL and simi-
lar for antiquarks. Using Eq.~11! has the advantage tha
energy-momentum conservation is built inbefore any ap-
proximation is made for the states in the matrix element. T
delta function in Eq.~11! implies that the functionDqL /z
peaks at

zmax'
ML

ML1Mn
, ~12!

where we have chosen to work in the rest frame of theL.
For Mn52/3ML and Mn54/3ML , we obtain 3/5 and 3/7
respectively. The contributions from the four quark interm
diate states therefore peak in the physical region, at relativ
large z values. Thus, in contrast to the quark distributi
functions, the fragmentation functions are not dominated
the lowest intermediate mass states. However, we still ex
that for largez the most important contribution comes fro
the fragmentation of a quark into aL and a diquark state
Since the fragmentation functions are sensitive to the mas
the intermediate states, our arguments onSU(6) flavor sym-
metry breaking apply in the same way to the fragmentat
functions as to the quark distributions. Most important
sinceu↑ and u↓ couple to different spin-flavor componen
of the Lambda wave function, we expect that not only are
u andd quarks in a polarizedL hyperon polarized, but thatu
andd quarks may also fragment into a polarizedL. Further-
more,DDuL andDDdL are positive at largez for the same
7-4
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STRUCTURE AND PRODUCTION OF LAMBDA BARYONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 014007
reason asDu and Dd are positive at largex. Thus, for ex-
ample,L ’s produced in the current fragmentation region
semi-inclusive DIS processes should be positively polariz

We stress that, as for the quark distributions, our anal
is very general and follows from the definition of the fra
mentation functions and from energy momentum conse
tion. The matrix elements can be calculated using mo
wave functions at the scale relevant to the specific model
the resulting fragmentation functions can be evolved to
higher scale to compare them to experiments. First, le
discuss the action of the operators in Eq.~11!. The operator,
c1 (c1

† for antiquark fragmentation!, when acting on the
stateL in the final state:

~i! Can destroy a quark inL leaving a diquark state which
has to match the quantum numbers of the anti-diquark s
to give vacuum quantum numbers. This corresponds to
fragmentation of the quark via production of two quark a
tiquark pairs from the vacuumq→(qqq)1(q̄q̄), i.e. the
fragmentation ofq into a L and an anti-diquark.

~ii ! Alternatively, it can insert quark or antiquark into th
L wave function. In this case, the intermediate state mus
a four-quark state such that vacuum quantum numbers
preserved. This corresponds to the fragmentation of an a
quark or quark into aL via production of three quark anti
quark pairs,q̄→(qqq)1(q̄q̄q̄q̄) or q→(qqq)1(qq̄q̄q̄).

In order to quantify our discussion we have to use mo
wave functions for the states. Choosing the Peierls-Yoc
projection method and MIT bag wave functions, the fra
mentation functions are given by

D f L
↑↓ ~x!5

zML

~2p!2 (
m

^L↑uPf ,muL↑&

3E
pmin

`

pndpn^0uc1
↑↓~0!uL~PSi!;n~pn!&u2.

~13!

with

pmin5UML
2 ~12z!22z2Mn

2

2MLz~12z!
U. ~14!

The matrix element for the fragmentation through a diqu
intermediate state yields

^0uc1
↑↓~0!uL~PSi!;n~pn!&

5@f2~pn!f3~0!#21ĉ1
↑↓~2pn!

3E dR eipn•R^0uB2~0!B2̄~R!&. ~15!

Here,f2(pn) andf3(0) are normalization constants of th
final states.ĉ1

↑↓(2pn) is the Fourier transform of the pro
jected bag wave function. The matrix eleme
^0uB2(0)B2̄(R)&, describes the transition between the
quark and anti-diquark states and the vacuum. We ass
that it is proportional to the overlap of the diquark and an
diquark states with ag0 sandwiched between them
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^B̄2̄(R)uB2(0)&.1 We will calculate this overlap and adjus
the normalization constant by fitting one data point la
when we discuss the phenomenological implications of
fragmentation functions. The expression for the four qu
intermediate states can be obtained by replacingf2 , B2 and
B2̄ through f4 , B4 and B4̄ and by replacing the positive
energy, ground state bag solutions,ĉ11s

↑↓ (2pn) by ĉ11s
†↑↓ (pn)

or by the corresponding negative energy stateĉ
11s̄
↑↓ (2pn) for

the three anti-quark one quark intermediate state or the
anti-quark intermediate state, respectively@38#.

Denoting by F̂(z) and Ĝ(z) those contributions to Eq
~13! which come from thef (2pn) andg(2pn) parts of the
integral, the contributions from the diquark intermedia
states to the fragmentation functions are then given by

DdL~z!5DuL~z!5
1

4
@3F̂v~z!1F̂s~z!#

DsL~z!5F̂s~z!

DDdL~z!5DDuL~z!5
1

4
@Ĝs~z!2Ĝv~z!#

DDsL~z!5Ĝs~z!, ~16!

with DDqL[DqL
↑ 2DqL

↓ . SinceĜs is shifted towards posi-

tive z values relative toĜv , DDdL and DDuL are positive
for largez. The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. We sh
the results both at the bag scalem250.25 GeV2 and atQ2

510 GeV2. We evolved the fragmentation functions in lea
ing order and set the gluon fragmentation function to zero

1This factor is basically a normalization factor. In the case of
quark distributions, the corresponding expression gives
uf2(pn)u2. It has a small effect on the shape of the fragmentat
functions which is mainly determined by the kinematic constrai
and the Fourier transform of the wave function of the struck qua

FIG. 3. Contributions of two and four quark intermediate sta
to the unpolarized fragmentation functions at the bag scale~heavy
lines! and evolved toQ2510 GeV2 ~light lines!. The mass of the
four-quark intermediate state is set to 1.8 GeV andDq(4) is a sum
over flavors,Dq(4)5DūL1Dd̄L1Ds̄L . The dashed vertical lines
indicate the position of the maxima using Eq.~12!.
7-5
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the starting scale for non-singlet evolution. We used
package of Ref.@52# modified for the evolution of fragmen
tation functions.

The fragmentation functions possess the following qu
tative features:

~1! The mass splitting associated with the hyperfine int
action leads to considerableSU(6) breaking in the fragmen
tation functions.

~2! At large z, fragmentation functions are dominated b
the diquark intermediate states.

~3! Since the contributions of higher mass states to fr
mentation functions have maxima in the physical regi
they play an important role at lowerz values.

~4! The splitting of the vector and scalar diquark mas
leads to polarized, non-strange fragmentation functions.

IV. PHENOMENOLOGY

A. e1e2 annihilation at the Z resonance

Before making predictions for the expectedL polariza-
tion in semi-inclusive DIS, we check whether availableL
production data are consistent with our approach.

Let us start our discussion with an interesting con
quence of our approach for the lower-z end of the spectrum
of particles produced ine1e2 annihilation. When the num
ber of particles produced is plotted as a function ofj
5 ln(1/z), one finds that the spectra exhibit an approxim
Gaussian shape around a maximum,j* , which depends on
the produced particle@41–44#. While the shape of the spec
trum can be understood in perturbative QCD as a con
quence of the coherence of gluon radiation@45#, the position
of the maximum is a free parameter which has to be
tracted from experiment. Energy-momentum conserva
dictates that the spectrum at smallz be dominated by high
mass intermediate states. At a given total invariant massAs,
there will be a maximum value for the mass of the interm
diate state which can be produced in the fragmentation. T
maximal mass determines the ‘‘lower’’ edge of the spectru
Note also that because of the 1/z factor in the lower limit of
the integration in Eq.~13!, the fragmentation function drop
at low z values. Thej distribution is given byds/dj
5zds/dz;zD(z), and thus it is proportional toz2 times
D(z)/z. Although Eq. ~12! describes the location of th

FIG. 4. Contributions of two quark intermediate states to
polarized fragmentation functions at the bag scale~heavy lines! and
evolved toQ2510 GeV2 ~light lines!. The dotted line stands for 5
timesDDu

L .
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maxima of the distributionD(z)/z, we can expect that Eq
~12! is also a good approximation for thej distribution since
the fragmentation functions for a given massMn are very
narrow, as can be seen in Fig. 3.

From Fig. 3, we can also see that Eq.~12! is a good
approximation for the maximum ofD(z). @Equation ~12!
gives the maximum of thej distribution exactly in the limit
when the distribution is ad function.# In the following, we
will use Eq. ~12! to estimate the maxima of th
j-distribution. Now, the maximum of the distribution com
ing from this highest mass state determines the maximum
the fragmentation function in first approximation through E
~12!. AlthoughMn is not known, it should be proportional t
As. Thus, the maximum of thej distribution has the correc
ln(s) dependence as seen in the experiment@41–44#. How-
ever, if we take the difference of the maxima of thej
5 ln(1/z) distributions of different particles, this dependen
on the unknown maximum value ofMn drops out for large
Mn . It follows from Eq. ~12! that

Dj* 5ja* 2jb* ' lnS Ma1Mn

Mb1Mn
D1 ln

Mb

Ma
' ln

Mb

Ma
. ~17!

Thus, the difference of the maxima is determined by
logarithm of the ratio of the masses. We calculated
maxima of thej distributions using this formula and takin
the maximum of theh8 and the proton distributions as
reference value for mesons and baryons, respectively.
results are compared to the experimental data@41–44# in Fig.
5. We stress that our results follow from the general defi
tion of the fragmentation functions and from energ
momentum conservation and are in remarkably good ag
ment with the data.

Let us turn our attention to the highz region where, ac-
cording to our discussion in Sec. II, significant flavor sym
metry breaking effects are to be expected. There are exp
mental data for the production ofL hyperons ine1e2

annihilation. A considerable fraction of the data was taken
the Z resonance, where the quarks produced in the anni
tion process are longitudinally polarized. The spin depend
fragmentation functions can then be determined by mea
ing the polarization of the produced Lambda baryons.

e FIG. 5. Location of the maxima of thej distributions as a func-
tion of the particle mass. The solid and open symbols repre
mesons and baryons, respectively. The data are from@41–44#. The
solid and dashed lines are the prediction of Eq.~17! for mesons and
baryons, adjusting the normalization tojh8

* and tojp* , respectively.
7-6
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In the quark parton model, the cross section for the inc
sive production of a Lambda hyperon,e1e2→L1X, is ob-
tained by summing over the cross sections fore1e2→qq̄
and weighting with the probabilitiesDqL that a quark frag-
ments into a Lambda with energy fractionz:

d2sL

dzdV
5(

q

dsq

dV
@DqL~z,Q2!1Dq̄L~z,Q2!#. ~18!

Here,z is defined asz52pL•q/Q252EL /As for center-of-
mass system~c.m.s.! energyAs, and pL and EL are the
four-momentum and energy of theL; q andQ2[q25s are
respectively the four-momentum and invariant mass of
virtual Z boson.

After integrating over angles, the cross section at thZ
resonance can be written as

dsL

dz
5

4pa2

s (
q

êq
2@DqL~z,Q2!1Dq̄L~z,Q2!#, ~19!

where the coupling of the quarks is given by

êq
25eq

21~11ve
2!~11vq

2!x~MZ
2!

with

x~s!5
1

256 sin4 QW cos4 QW

s2

~s2MZ
2!21GZ

2MZ
2

, ~20!

where MZ and GZ are the mass and width of theZ. ve5
2114 sin2 QW, vu512 8

3 sin2 QW, vd5211 4
3 sin2 QW are

the vector coupling of the electron and the quarks to theZ.2

In the following, we introduce ‘‘valence’’ and ‘‘sea’’ type
fragmentation functions DqvL[DqL2Dq̄L , and DqsL

[Dq̄L . Equation~19! can then be re-written as

dsL

dz
5

4pa2

s (
q

êq
2@DqvL~z,Q2!12DqsL

~z,Q2!#.

~21!

Experimental measurements show that the particles
duced containing the initial quark as a valence quark h
higher momenta than the other hadrons in the jet—this is
‘‘leading particle’’ effect. For example,L ’s produced in a
light quark jet have higher momenta thanL̄, indicating that
the fragmentation functionsDqL are harder thanDqL̄ , or by
CP invariance harder thanDq̄L . Thus, the flavor non-single
combination of the fragmentation functions,DqvL[DqL

2Dq̄L , effectively measures leading particle production a
can be identified with the contribution from the diquark co
ponent of the fragmentation functions, for obvious reaso
On the other hand, particles produced in the fragmenta

2Since the data are taken at theZ-resonance peak, we hav
dropped terms in Eq.~19! which cancel fors5MZ

2 . Note also that
the terms proportional toeq

2 are very small and can be neglected
numerical calculations.
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process populate more the central rapidity region and
likely to be independent of the flavor of the initial quark
Thus, the ‘‘sea’’ type fragmentation functionsDqsL

[Dq̄L

can be identified with the contributions from intermedia
four quark higher mass states.

In the following, we use our calculated fragmentatio
functions for the valence contribution and parametrize
sea part, since the mass of the higher mass four quark s
is not well known. As the production of non-leading particl
is independent of the flavor of the initial quarks, it is reaso
able to assume that the sea type fragmentation functions
flavor symmetric—i.e. DqsL

[DusL
5DūL5DdsL

5•••

5Db̄L . As thee1e2 experiments measure the sum ofL and
L̄ production@44,46–49#, we useCP invariance to relate the
fragmentation functions of theL to those of theL̄, i.e.
DqL5Dq̄L̄ and Dq̄L5DqL̄ . We evolve the fragmentation
functions in leading orderQ2 evolution from the scale rel-
evant to the bag model,m250.25 GeV2, to MZ

2 in order to
obtainDqvL(z,Q25MZ

2) . In order to evolve the singlet par
of the fragmentation functions, we assume that the glu
fragmentation functions are zero at the starting scale.
result is shown in Fig. 6 in comparison with data from SLA
Large Detector~SLD! @44# and the CERNe1e2 collider
LEP experiments@46–49#. The long dashed line represen
the contribution ofDqv

, the dotted line is the fitted sea qua

fragmentationDqs
and the solid line is the sum of the tw

contributions. The dash-dotted and short dashed lines are
contributions of strange and up plus down valence ter
respectively. We do not attempt to reproduce the data at
z values where gluon coherence effects become impor
and the usual evolution equations@50,51# break down@45#.
The data clearly favor a two component picture.

The asymmetry in leading and non-leading particle p
duction in e1e2 annihilation provides a further test for th
fragmentation functions. This asymmetry has been meas
by the SLD Collaboration@44# and is defined as

FIG. 6. The inclusive cross section (1/s tot)dsL/dz in e1e2

annihilation at theZ resonance. The dash-dotted and the dotted li
represent the contributions fromDsv

and Duv
1Ddv

, respectively;
the dashed line is the totalDqv

contribution and the short dashe
line stands forDqs

. The data are from Refs.@46–49,44#.
7-7
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A5
RL

q 2RL̄
q

RL
q 1RL̄

q ~22!

with

RL
q 5

1

2Nev

d

dz
@N~q→L!1N~ q̄→L̄ !#

RL̄
q

5
1

2Nev

d

dz
@N~q→L̄ !1N~ q̄→L!# ~23!

wheredN@q(q̄)→L(L̄)#/dz is the number density ofL ’s
(L̄ ’s! produced in aq (q̄) jet normalized to the total numbe
of eventsNev . While a zero value of the asymmetry corr
sponds to equal production of hadrons and anti-hadron
value of11 (21) corresponds to total dominance of hadr
~anti-hadron! production. In our model, the asymmetry
given by

A5

(
q

êq
2DqvL~z,Q2!

(
q

êq
2@DqvL~z,Q2!12DqsL

~z,Q2!#

. ~24!

Here, the summation runs only over the light flavors sin
only light quark jets were used in the experimental deter
nation of the asymmetry. Our results are compared to
data in Fig. 7. The dashed and dash-dotted lines are
strange quark and up plus down quark contributions, and
solid line is their sum. Our model gives reasonable agr
ment with A as measured by SLD. At highz, the initial
strange quarks give the dominant leading particle contri
tion to the asymmetry.

Unpolarized e1e2 cross section measurements clea
support a two component picture of quark fragmentati
However, they cannot differentiate between a flavor symm
ric model and a flavor asymmetric picture for the fragme
tation functions. For example, both the total cross sec
and the asymmetry between leading and non-leading par
production could be described in a model with flavor sy

FIG. 7. The asymmetry between leading and non-lead
lambda production. The solid line is the prediction of the two co
ponent picture. The dashed and dash-dotted lines are the con
tions from the strange and from the up plus down quarks, res
tively. The data are taken from Ref.@44#.
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metric fragmentation functions. Therefore, more informati
is needed to differentiate between the two models. Polar
tion measurements at theZ resonance can give additiona
constraints on the fragmentation functions.

The initial quarks produced ine1e2 annihilation at theZ
resonance are polarized because the parity violating coup
of the fermions favors certain helicity states. This initial p
larization of the produced quarks can be transferred to
final state hadrons and may lead to polarized lambda prod
tion @7#. The difference between the cross sections to p
duce left- or right-handed lambdas at theZ resonance is
given by @7#

dDs

dz
[

dsL

dz
2

dsR

dz

5
4pa2

s (
q

ĝq@DDqL~z,Q2!2DDq̄L~z,Q2!#,

~25!

with the effective couplings

ĝq52aqvq~11ve
2!x~MZ

2!. ~26!

Here, au52ad51 are the axial vector coupling of th
quarks to theZ andx was defined in Eq.~20!. We introduce
valence and sea type polarized fragmentation functi
DDqvL[DDqL2DDq̄L and DDqsL

[DDq̄L similar to the
unpolarized case. According to our interpretation, the
lence type fragmentation functions are given by the fragm
tation of quarks into aL and an anti-diquark.

Since the hyperfine interaction leads to polarized up a
down quark distributions for the lambda, we expect that p
larized up and down quarks may also fragment into polari
L ’s. On the other hand,DDqsL

is given by the contributions

of four quark states. Since these are insensitive to theSU(6)
wave function of theL, we expect that they do not contrib
ute to polarized lambda production. Note that since the
ference of the cross sections in Eq.~25! is proportional only
to the valence part of the polarized fragmentation functio
the former assumption is not necessary for the descriptio
the cross section difference.

The calculated lambda polarization,PL52Ds/s, is
compared to the Aleph@53# and OPAL data@54# in Fig. 8.
The dominant contribution comes from the fragmentation
strange quarks~the dash-dotted curve in Fig. 7!. The contri-
bution from up and down quarks~dashed curve! is negligible
because the corresponding polarized valence type fragm
tation functions are small. The non-strange quark contri
tion to theL polarization also peaks at lowerz values where
non-leading particle production dominates. In the limitz
→1, bothDs and s are dominated by strange quark fra
mentation andPL behaves like

lim
z→1

PL~z!5
2vd

~11vd
2!

DDsvL

DsvL
'20.94

DDsv

L

DsvL
, ~27!
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STRUCTURE AND PRODUCTION OF LAMBDA BARYONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D61 014007
where we have used sin2 uW'0.23. SinceDDsvL→DsvL in

the limit z→1, PL(z) approaches20.94 forz→1. In deriv-
ing Eq. ~27!, we neglected the production of higher ma
hyperons and their subsequent decays intoL. If these hyper-
ons are produced by the initial quarks they are, in gene
also polarized and can transfer part of their polarization
the final L. However, the distribution of theL ’s coming
from the decays of such hyperons should be shifted towa
smallerz values, where the contribution from theqsL is large
and this will strongly suppress any polarization.3

We can contrast our predictions with those from mod
with flavor symmetric fragmentation functions. We setDsL

5DuL5DdL and discuss two different scenarios proposed
the literature@7,17,18# for the spin dependent fragmentatio
functions:4

~A! Naive quark model inspired scenario: all spin depe
dent fragmentation functions except forDDsL are zero.

~B! Predictions based onSU(3) flavor symmetry and po
larized DIS on nucleon targets: not only theDDsL but also
DDuL andDDdL are non-vanishing.

In both cases, we set the polarized valence type fragm
tation functions proportional to the unpolarized ones:

DDsL~z!5csDsL~z!, DDuL~z!5DDdL~z!5cuDuL~z!.
~28!

In case~A!, we havecs51 andcu50, and in case~B!, we
have cs50.6 andcu520.2. We could allow a differentz
dependence between the polarized and unpolarized q
distributions by multiplying by a power ofz, for example.
However, we are interested in the upper limits one can ob
from flavor symmetric models. Since the polarized fragm

3For a discussion of the effect of hyperon decays on theL polar-
ization see Refs.@11,19#.

4See Ref.@18# for a next to leading order analysis along the sa
lines.

FIG. 8. Lambda polarization ine1e2 annihilation at theZ reso-
nance. The solid line is the prediction of the two component pictu
The dashed and dash-dotted lines are the contributions from
strange and from the up plus down quarks. The short dashed
dotted lines correspond to the prediction of a model with fla
symmetric fragmentation functions using the naive quark par
model @SU(3)A# andg1 measurements for the proton plusSU(3)
flavor symmetry to relate the polarized fragmentation functions
the unpolarized ones@SU(3)B#. The data are taken from Refs
@53,54#.
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tation functions are bounded by the positivity constrai
uDDqu<Dq , we have not included a suppression factor.

The limiting behavior of the polarization is

lim
z→1

PL
(A)~z!5

2vd

~11vu
2!12~11vd

2!
'20.34

lim
z→1

PL
(B)~z!5

2@~cu1cs!vd2cuvu#

~11vu
2!12~11vd

2!
'20.1, ~29!

for cases~A! and ~B!, respectively. The unpolarized cros
sections were fit using flavor symmetric fragmentation fun
tions for both the valence and sea type fragmentation fu
tions, and the lambda polarization was calculated using
~28!. The results are shown in Fig. 8. Even when the po
tivity constraint is saturated, i.e.DDsL5DsL , the lambda
polarization for highz values is considerably smaller tha
experiment in both cases. The data strongly suggest tha
fragmentation functions cannot be flavor symmetric.

In this connection, we note that Monte Carlo models oft
used by the experimental Collaborations, e.g.JETSET @55#
which is based on the Lund fragmentation model@56#, can
describe thePL data using parameters obtained from t
naive quark model for theL spin content. However, thes
Monte Carlo programs have built in parameters which s
press

~a! the production of strange quarks relative to up a
down quarks,

~b! the production of strange diquarks relative to diqua
containing only up and down quarks, and

~c! the production of vector diquarks relative to sca
diquarks.

These suppression factors result inflavor asymmetric
fragmentation functions. For example, an initial stran
quark has a higher probability to fragment into a lambda th
an up or down quark, due to the suppression for the prod
tion of strange diquarks from the vacuum. The suppress
factor ~c! makes it straightforward to implement our ideas
a polarized version of such Monte Carlo programs.

B. Semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering

We have seen that, ine1e2 annihilation, a flavor separa
tion of the polarized fragmentation function is not possib
because the lambda polarization is dominated by the fr
mentation of strange quarks. However, since fragmenta
of up quarks is the dominant channel for lambda product
in semi-inclusive DIS, this process is very useful for stud
ing the polarized up quark distribution functions, as w
pointed out in Ref.@39#.

The lambda polarization resulting from the scattering
polarized electrons from an unpolarized nucleon targe
given by @39#
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PW L5ê3Pe

y~22y!

11~12y!2

(
q

eq
2qN~x,Q2! DDqL~z,Q2!

(
q

eq
2qN~x,Q2! DqL~z,Q2!

,

~30!

where y[(E2E8)/E is the usual DIS variable andz
[pL•pN /pN•p wherepL , pN andq are the four-momenta
of theL, nucleon and the virtual photon. The electron be
defines theê3 axis andPe is the degree of polarization of th
incident electron. At not too small Bjorkenx values the con-
tributions from strange quarks may be neglected, andPL

measures effectivelyDDuL /DuL . We calculated theL po-
larization using our fragmentation functions. Figure 9 sho
the result calculated atEe'30 GeV, x50.3 andQ2510
GeV2, wherey50.58. A beam polarization of 50% was a
sumed. The dash-dotted and dashed lines are contribu
from the fragmentation ofu plus d quarks ands quarks,
respectively. The solid line is the total polarization. We s
that the polarization is positive and large for higherz values,
and that the dominant contributions come from the fragm
tation of up quarks. At even largerz values, the contribution
of strange quarks becomes important sinceDDsL is harder
thanDDuL , as can be seen from Fig. 2. However, since
cross section decreases rapidly with increasingz, the bulk of
the producedL ’s are fragmentation products ofu quarks.
Thus, in semi-inclusive scattering of polarized electro
from nucleons, a positive value ofPL at intermediate values
of z would confirm our prediction. Although the absolu
values ofDDuvL are quite small, they lead to a relative

large polarization since, in the limitz→1, the component of
the wave function containing a scalar diquark domina
both DDuvL andDuvL . In Fig. 9, we also show the predic
tions resulting from flavor symmetric fragmentation fun
tions for both cases~A! and~B!. While ~A! gives essentially
zero L polarization,~B! predicts a negativeL polarization
due to the fragmentation of negatively polarized up quar
Thus, polarization measurements in semi-inclusive DIS

FIG. 9. The polarization of theL produced in semi-inclusive

polarizedeW -p scattering. The results were calculated forEe530
GeV, x50.3, andQ2510 GeV2. The electron polarization is arbi
trarily set to 50%. The contributions from the fragmentation ofu
1d and s quarks are shown as dash-dotted and dashed lines
spectively. The solid line is the total polarization. The predictions
the flavor symmetric models~A! and~B! are shown as short dashe
and dotted lines, respectively.
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easily differentiate between our predictions and those
tained from flavor symmetric models.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We discussed the quark parton structure of theL baryon
and the fragmentation of quarks into aL. Starting from the
general definition of quark distributions and fragmentati
functions, which explicitly incorporates energy momentu
conservation, we were able to show the following:

~i! The hyperfine interaction responsible for theD-N and
S-L mass splitting leads to quark distributions and fragm
tation functions which differ significantly from those base
on SU(3) andSU(6) symmetries.

~ii ! The hyperfine interaction leads to two main qualitati
predictions for lambda quark distributions and quark fra
mentation functions.

First, it implies that the strange quark distribution in theL
and the strange quark fragmentation functions into a Lam
are much harder than the corresponding up and down q
distributions and fragmentation functions.

Second, it predicts that the non-strange valence quark
the L are polarized and hence that non-strange quarks
fragment into polarized lambda’s.

~iii ! The relative magnitude of the non-strange quark p
larization is substantial for large Bjorkenx values, where
both the polarized and the unpolarized quark distributio
are governed by the scalar diquark component of the w
function. This large non-strange polarization will domina
any observable in which the strange component is s
pressed.

Our approach also gives a natural explanation for the
pendence of the maximum of thej5 ln(1/z) spectrum on the
type of particles produced ine1e2 annihilation.

While all these associations follow quite naturally fro
the general definitions of the quark distributions and fra
mentation functions and energy-momentum conservat
the magnitude of these effects has to be calculated i
model-dependent way. We calculated the quark distribut
and fragmentation functions in the MIT bag model, using t
Peierls-Yoccoz projection method to construct translationa
invariant states. The calculated fragmentation functions g
an overall good description of all measured observables
are in far better agreement with the data than flavor symm
ric models. We predict positive and significantL polariza-
tion in semi-inclusive DIS experiments induced by charg
leptons, while models based on SU~3! flavor symmetry pre-
dict zero or negativeL polarization.
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